1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Dinuclear complexes of open-shell transition metal ions are archetypal systems in the field of molecular magnetism.^[@ref1]^ Properties related to the low-energy region of their electronic states spectrum are typically discussed using the model of effective magnetic interactions. Associated semiempirical concepts derived from phenomenological approaches, such as direct exchange and superexchange, are employed to rationalize the observed ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic coupling and systematize experimental data. Quantum chemistry contributes greatly to the analysis of exchange coupled systems by exploring and establishing connections between observable properties, phenomenological parameters, and the electronic structure.^[@ref2]−[@ref4]^ A question that arises in most investigations of exchange coupled systems concerns the pathways by which the interaction between the spin sites is "mediated". In the case of complexes where the metal ions are separated by a linear bridging ligand, it is clear that no "direct" metal--metal interaction can be established. Doubly bridged dimers, for example bis-μ-oxo complexes, typically fall in the same category, with low-spin ground states (antiferromagnetic coupling) considered to arise from Anderson ligand-mediated superexchange.^[@ref5],[@ref6]^ However, in multiply bridged dimers the situation becomes less clear-cut because the bridging topology can often bring the metal ions in close proximity and the antiferromagnetic coupling may be stronger than expected from the chemical nature of the bridges compared with the interaction they supposedly mediate in doubly bridged analogues. The dinuclear copper acetate dehydrate is a classic example of ambiguities that arise in the description of the "antiferromagnetic magnetic interaction", with proposed interpretations ranging from weak direct Cu--Cu bonding to the currently accepted acetate-mediated superexchange.^[@ref7],[@ref8]^

Chromium(III) dimers constitute a class of antiferromagnetically coupled systems that has given rise to considerable ambiguities and debates regarding the most appropriate description of their magnetic properties. The idea of direct exchange was initially dismissed, and the magnetic interaction between the Cr(III) ions was attributed to ligand-mediated superexchange.^[@ref9]^ However, a clear trend was eventually established based on empirical data, showing that in face-sharing octahedral Cr(III) dimers the strength of antiferromagnetic coupling correlates well with the metal--metal distance. Niemann et al.^[@ref10]^ therefore proposed the diametrically opposite thesis that through-space interaction is the only mechanism responsible for antiferromagnetic coupling in face-sharing octahedral d^3^--d^3^ complexes of V(II), Cr(III), and Mn(IV), because the metal--metal distance appeared to be the only relevant structural parameter for the exchange coupling constants.

Tris-hydroxo-bridged Cr(III) dimers, such as the series \[L~2~Cr(III)~2~(μ-OH)~3~\]^+3^ (L = *N,N′,N″*-trimethyl-1,4,7-triazacyclononane, [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"})^[@ref9]−[@ref12]^ that have been crystallized with a variety of counterions, are representative examples of such dimeric Cr(III) systems that continue to generate interest owing to their magnetic properties and remarkable electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopic features.^[@ref12]−[@ref14]^ From the point of view of quantum chemistry, a particularly intriguing aspect is the reported inability of density functional theory (DFT) to describe the basic features of the antiferromagnetic coupling in the Cr(III) dimers even at a qualitative level.^[@ref13]^ If DFT fails to describe the magnetic coupling in these complexes, then the fundamental question of distinguishing between the conflicting models of magnetic coupling (direct exchange vs ligand-mediated superexchange) would remain in principle inaccessible to DFT.^[@ref13],[@ref14]^ On the other hand, the cost of high-level multireference methods such as difference-dedicated configuration interaction (DDCI)^[@ref15],[@ref16]^ renders them impractical or inapplicable for systems with multiple unpaired electrons and orbitals in the active space, particularly because of the need to include high-order excitations.^[@ref3],[@ref17],[@ref18]^

![Chromium dimer \[L~2~Cr(III)~2~(μ-OH)~3~\]^+3^, L = *N,N′,N″*-trimethyl-1,4,7-triazacyclononane.](ct-2018-00969p_0001){#fig1}

In recent years an enormous body of work has been published on the DFT treatment of exchange coupling in transition metal complexes using the broken-symmetry DFT approach (BS-DFT),^[@ref19]−[@ref27]^ while other DFT-based approaches are being pursued.^[@ref28]−[@ref32]^ BS-DFT studies on exchange-coupled chromium complexes are scarce but indicate that the approach performs satisfactorily.^[@ref33]−[@ref37]^ Numerous BS-DFT studies for electronically related high-valent manganese complexes^[@ref38]−[@ref50]^ (the Cr(III) ion has the same electron configuration, d^3^, and local spin, *S* = 3/2, as the Mn(IV) ion) have reported very good results in terms of exchange coupling constants to the point that it has been claimed that BS-DFT correctly reproduces the experimentally established ground spin states of all known structurally characterized complexes that contain Mn(III) and Mn(IV) ions.^[@ref48]^ In view of these successes, it is puzzling that the method was reported to fail spectacularly for the title Cr(III) dimer.^[@ref13]^

In addition to a long series of successful applications of BS-DFT, the density matrix renormalization group (DMRG)^[@ref51]−[@ref54]^ has recently enabled the first applications of complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) and *N*-electron valence perturbation theory (NEVPT2)^[@ref55]−[@ref58]^ calculations to dinuclear exchange-coupled transition metal complexes using unprecedent numbers of active electrons and orbitals.^[@ref59]−[@ref61]^ The use of extended CAS specifically attempts to take explicitly into account excitations that would otherwise have to be treated with a method such as DDCI. These recent achievements suggests that the problem of the Cr(III) dimers could also be approached with multireference methods using active spaces much larger than the metal-only active space already covered in previous CASSCF studies.^[@ref13]^

In the present work the magnetic coupling in the archetypal tris-μ-hydroxo Cr(III) dimer shown in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} is examined from the complementary perspectives of broken-symmetry DFT and multireference wave function theory employing DMRG-driven CASSCF calculations (DMRG-SCF). A detailed exposition of the applied BS-DFT procedure is presented. The results demonstrate that the magnetic coupling in the Cr(III) dimer can be correctly described by DFT, both qualitatively and quantitatively, provided the broken-symmetry approach is properly applied in combination with spin projection techniques and that the intrusion of irrelevant excited electronic configurations is avoided. Based on the present results, the conclusions of previous studies^[@ref13]^ are thoroughly revised. In addition, the nature of the spin coupling in the complex is studied using two approaches: one based on the Amos--Hall corresponding orbital transformation of broken-symmetry DFT solutions^[@ref62],[@ref63]^ and the other based on DMRG-SCF calculations in which the active space encompasses successive orbital subspaces localized on distinct units of the complex. Both approaches show that the spin coupling in the Cr dimer is dominated by direct through-space interaction between the Cr ions. However, both methods also suggest that superexchange plays an important ancillary role in enhancing the antiferromagnetic coupling.

2. Computational Details {#sec2}
========================

The crystallographic coordinates for the chromium dimer were obtained from the structure deposited at the Cambridge Structural Database with Refcode BIHYUM, which corresponds to \[L~2~Cr(III)~2~(μ-OH)~3~\]I~3~·3H~2~O.^[@ref9],[@ref11],[@ref12]^ In preparing the model all counterions and crystallization waters were removed. Where present, hydrogen atoms were also removed and reintroduced manually. As a first step in the computational treatment, geometry optimizations were performed in which all heavy atoms were fixed to their crystallographic positions, but all hydrogen atoms were allowed to be fully optimized. Geometry optimizations utilized the TPSS functional^[@ref64]^ with D3BJ dispersion corrections^[@ref65],[@ref66]^ and def2-TZVP basis sets for all atoms.^[@ref67]^ The resolution of the identity (RI) approximation was employed for fitting the Coulomb integrals, in combination with the auxiliary basis sets of Weigend (def2/J).^[@ref68]^ All calculations were performed with ORCA^[@ref69]^ using increased integration grids (Grid5) and tight SCF convergence criteria. Subsequently, single point calculations were performed with various functionals to obtain final energies of the high-spin and the broken-symmetry states. The FlipSpin feature of ORCA was used to generate the initial guess for the BS calculation. The chain of spheres approximation to exact exchange (COSX)^[@ref70]^ was used for hybrid functionals with increased integration grids (GridX7). Convergence to the desired BS solution was confirmed by inspection of orbitals and spin populations. The energy difference between the high-spin and broken-symmetry solutions along with their spin expectation values ⟨*S*^2^⟩ were used in the Yamaguchi formula^[@ref71]^ to extract the exchange coupling constant asMultireference calculations (CASSCI and CASSCF) were performed with ORCA,^[@ref69]^ using the interface with the BLOCK code^[@ref51],[@ref72]−[@ref75]^ for calculations that utilized the DMRG algorithm. Initial orbitals for multireference calculations were obtained by localization of quasi-restricted^[@ref76]^ DFT orbitals using the Pipek--Mezey localization algorithm.^[@ref77]^ The active space used in multireference calculations is indicated as (*N*~electrons~, *N*~orbitals~). Auxiliary basis sets by Hättig^[@ref78]^ were employed in parts of the calculations that made use of the RI approximation. Orbital optimization with CASSCF and DMRG-SCF was performed in a state-averaged manner unless otherwise indicated in the text, i.e. the orbitals were simultaneously optimized for all states of the spin ladder. In DMRG-SCF calculations the orbitals were automatically reordered with the Fiedler algorithm to optimize convergence behavior.^[@ref79]−[@ref82]^ The number of retained states *M* in the renormalization step of DMRG calculations was increased until the relative energies of all spin states computed by DMRG-SCF were converged to wavenumber (cm^--1^) accuracy. Calculations employing the *N*-electron valence perturbation theory (NEVPT2)^[@ref55],[@ref57]^ were also performed for selected active spaces with both the strongly contracted and fully internally contracted (also known as partially contracted) variants of the method.

3. Results and Discussion {#sec3}
=========================

3.1. Exchange Coupling Constants from Broken-Symmetry DFT {#sec3.1}
---------------------------------------------------------

The two d^3^ Cr(III) ions have local spins **S**~A~ and **S**~B~ with *S*~A~ = *S*~B~ = 3/2. Their coupling leads to a series of states with total spin *S* = *S*~A~ + *S*~B~, *S*~A~ + *S*~B~ -- 1, . . ., \|*S*~A~ -- *S*~B~\|, specifically four states with *S* = 3, 2, 1, and 0. Their order and spacing can be modeled by the isotropic Heisenberg--Dirac--van Vleck Hamiltonianwhere *J* is the exchange coupling constant that parametrizes the fictitious exchange interaction, negative for antiferromagnetic and positive for ferromagnetic coupling. Additionally, small deviations from the ideal spacing of spin states can be modeled by inclusion of a biquadratic term *j*(**S**~A~**S**~B~)^2^, a minor perturbation that has been occasionally employed in the fitting of experimental data but will not be considered in the present work. According to the above Hamiltonian, the energies of the four spin states are given by the Landé formulaand hence the spin states are spaced by 2*J* (*S* = 0 to *S* = 1), 4*J* (*S* = 1 to *S* = 2), and 6*J* (*S* = 2 to *S* = 3), yielding a total energy span of 12*J* for the spin ladder. Experimentally the exchange coupling constant *J* for the chromium complex discussed here was fitted to a value of −66 cm^--1^.^[@ref10]^

Of the four spin states only the ferromagnetic *S* = 3 state can be approximated with a single determinant and hence is the only state that can be computed directly with Kohn--Sham DFT. To compute the energies of all other states one has to rely on the broken-symmetry approach, whereby an unrestricted determinant is constructed by breaking the spatial symmetry of the spin manifolds and allows the singly occupied orbitals to localize on the two distinct spin sites with opposite spins. This BS determinant is not an eigenfunction of the **S**^2^ spin operator and does not correspond to any of the spin states discussed above. It is not characterized by a spin quantum number *S* (it can however be considered a mixture of spin states)^[@ref83]^ but only by a magnetic quantum number *M~S~*. In the present case, the BS solution is obtained by allowing the six singly occupied molecular orbitals to localize on the two metal ions with three unpaired electrons of α spin on one Cr and three unpaired electrons of β spin on the other (total *M~S~* = 0). A single geometry derived from the experimental crystal structure is used in all calculations. When an experimental geometry is not available, then DFT optimizations are often carried out using either the high-spin or the broken-symmetry solution, but it is noted that the "extended broken-symmetry" approach in principle enables access to the symmetry-reconstructed spin surface in cases when this is required.^[@ref43],[@ref84]−[@ref86]^

It is crucial in these calculations to preserve the local *S*~*z*~ components, which poses two fundamental requirements for the approach to be meaningful: 1) the number of effectively unpaired electrons on each site must be identical in the HS and BS solutions, and 2) all unpaired electrons on a given metal site must be of the same spin.^[@ref87]^ Convergence to the desired BS solution can be confirmed by inspection of atomic spin populations. The correct solution has the same number of unpaired electrons as the ferromagnetic HS state, i.e. three unpaired electrons on each Cr center, but one of the ions carries negative (β) spin.

For every density functional used in the present study, the spin populations of the Cr ions in the BS solutions were ca. +2.9 and −2.9 electrons, close to the formal integer count. This confirms that the correct BS solution was obtained. It is noted that the atoms of the bridging ligands have negligible spin populations; therefore, the spins are well-defined, and the HDvV Hamiltonian can be applied without complications. The energy difference between the high-spin *S* = 3 and the BS state (*E*~HS~ -- *E*~BS~) and the ⟨*S*^2^⟩ expectation value of each solution were used in the Yamaguchi formula^[@ref71]^ to deduce the exchange coupling constant *J*. This value was used in the Landé formula to obtain the energies of the three spin states that cannot be computed directly, i.e. the *S* = 0, *S* = 1, and *S* = 2 states.

Given that the strength of exchange coupling predicted by BS-DFT is known to be dependent on the percentage of Hartree--Fock (HF) exchange, we tested a sequence of functionals that build on the same parent method but include increasing HF exchange: TPSS (no HF exchange), TPSSh (10% HF exchange),^[@ref88]^ and TPSS0 (25% HF exchange). All computed quantities for these and additional functionals are listed in [Table S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.8b00969/suppl_file/ct8b00969_si_001.pdf). It is noted that TPSSh has been shown to provide accurate exchange coupling constants for high-valent manganese systems, which is important because Mn(IV) is isoelectronic with Cr(III). As reported repeatedly for nonhybrid functionals, the computed TPSS value for *J* (−113.8 cm^--1^) is significantly overestimated compared to the experimental value of −66 cm^--1^. TPSSh reduces the exchange coupling constant to −84.8 cm^--1^, and TPSS0 reduces it further to −61.3 cm^--1^. These two hybrid functionals thus bracket the experimental value of −66 cm^--1^, with the higher percentage of HF exchange yielding closer agreement with experiment. For comparison with another popular method, B3LYP (20% HF exchange)^[@ref89],[@ref90]^ leads to *J* = −74.3 cm^--1^. The "optimal" percentage of HF exchange is therefore slightly higher than that determined for Mn systems,^[@ref41],[@ref42],[@ref47]^ in line with the observations of Morsing et al.^[@ref34]^[Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the BS-DFT results, showing the energy of the BS solution with respect to the projected spin states. In practice the ⟨*S*^2^⟩ expectation values for the high-spin and broken-symmetry solutions are close to 12 and 3, respectively (see [Table S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.8b00969/suppl_file/ct8b00969_si_001.pdf)), so the *E*~HS~ -- *E*~BS~ energy difference is approximately 9*J*.

![Spin ladders produced by three different functionals for the dinuclear chromium complex under investigation. The relative energies of spin states are deduced from the exchange coupling constant obtained by broken-symmetry DFT and the Yamaguchi projection using the Landé formula. The relative energies of the broken-symmetry solutions (dotted lines) are indicated for each functional.](ct-2018-00969p_0002){#fig2}

[Table S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.8b00969/suppl_file/ct8b00969_si_001.pdf) reports geometric parameters and exchange coupling constants for structures that were fully optimized using a series of functionals. Compared to the crystallographic model all functionals predict longer Cr--Cr distances in the gas phase (by 0.05 Å for TPSS and up to 0.09 Å for B3LYP) as the effects of crystal packing are eliminated. The Cr--O(H) bond lengths also appear slightly longer, by ca. 0.02 Å on average. In line with these changes all functionals yield lower values for the exchange coupling constant, although GGA functionals still overestimate the strength of antiferromagnetic coupling. When optimized structures are used, TPSSh is closest to the experimental value, with a predicted exchange coupling constant *J* = 56.0 cm^--1^ (see [Table S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.8b00969/suppl_file/ct8b00969_si_001.pdf)). In conclusion, apart from the anticipated dependence of the *E*~HS~ -- *E*~BS~ gap on the nature of the functional, BS-DFT affords a perfectly reasonable description of this Cr(III) dimer.

3.2. Analysis of the Broken-Symmetry Solution {#sec3.2}
---------------------------------------------

A way of analyzing the unrestricted broken-symmetry wave function is in terms of "corresponding orbitals".^[@ref4],[@ref62],[@ref63]^ The corresponding orbital transformation this leads to has maximally similar α and β orbital pairs, i.e. pairs where the α and β orbitals have overlap close to unity forming an approximately closed-shell manifold, plus a set of α and β orbitals that typically have distinct spatial parts localized on different parts of the molecule with pairwise overlap integrals significantly lower than one. These orbitals, which describe the unpaired electrons of the system, resemble the "magnetic orbitals" in nonorthogonal orbital treatments of molecular magnetism.^[@ref1]^ In exchange coupled systems the regions of overlap for these corresponding orbital pairs reveal the (super)exchange pathways. The greater their overlap integral, the more the specific pair or pathway contributes to antiferromagnetic coupling.

The results of the corresponding orbital transformation for the present system are shown in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Of the three corresponding orbital pairs the most important type of interaction is of a direct metal--metal type (orbital pair 129). The orbitals of the strongly interacting pair resemble chromium d~*z*^2^~ orbitals with a σ-type overlap. Therefore, the coordination geometry of each Cr ion is best viewed as distorted trigonal prismatic ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) and hence the frame of the molecule as composed of two such prisms joined along the *z* axis at the three shared bridging OH groups. The other two corresponding orbital pairs (130α/β and 131α/β in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), which relate to the d~*xy*~ and d~*x*^2^--*y*^2^~ orbitals of the chromium ions, present the same overlap, which is considerably smaller than that of the d~*z*^2^~ orbitals but nonzero. In the case of these e′ parentage corresponding orbital pairs, overlap apparently can only occur over the bridges. It is noted that the orbitals of all pairs have delocalization tails on the bridging groups, including pair 129. Even though it is not possible to quantify the contribution of different pathways based on this analysis, from the relative overlaps of the three pairs it could be surmised that OH-mediated superexchange does not play a major role in the stabilization of the antiferromagnetic ground state of the dimer.

![Pairs of "magnetic orbitals" derived from the corresponding orbital transformation of the broken-symmetry DFT determinant (the TPSSh solution was used here). The *S* values here indicate the values of overlap integrals for the corresponding pairs.](ct-2018-00969p_0003){#fig3}

![Idealized trigonal prismatic coordination geometry (*D*~3*h*~ point group) with schematic d orbital splitting. The reduced symmetry in the real dimer does not affect significantly the d~*z*^2^~ orbitals of the two Cr(III) ions that remain nonbonding with respect to the ligands and available for "through-space" metal--metal interaction.](ct-2018-00969p_0004){#fig4}

3.3. Evaluation of Previous DFT Results {#sec3.3}
---------------------------------------

The results presented above show that the broken-symmetry DFT approach leads to the correct description of the exchange coupling constant in the chromium dimer, predicting antiferromagnetic coupling of the same order of magnitude as the experimentally determined value and allowing a qualitative interpretation in terms of the corresponding orbital transformation. Even though quantitative reproduction of the experimentally fitted constant has to rely on empirical functional selection, the ladder of magnetic (Heisenberg) spin states resulting from the coupling of the two *S* = 3/2 Cr(III) ions is correctly reproduced regardless of the choice of method. These conclusions contrast strongly with a previous study by Bennie et al.,^[@ref13]^ who suggested that DFT fails dramatically for this chromium dimer and reported irregular non-Heisenberg ordering of states, with *S* = 0 as the ground state followed by *S* = 3 within a few hundred wavenumbers (912 cm^--1^ with the B3LYP functional) and the *S* = 2 and *S* = 1 states close together (135 cm^--1^ with B3LYP) but far removed from the *S* = 0 and *S* = 3 states by several *thousands* of wavenumbers (more than 7300 cm^--1^ with B3LYP).^[@ref13]^ Since this type of ordering and spacing of spin states is hard to rationalize and would represent an unprecedented failure for DFT, it is crucial to understand what is the root cause of these strongly contrasting conclusions.

The answer is already present in the original data published by Bennie et al., specifically in the reported Mulliken spin populations for the various DFT solutions (Table 1 of that paper).^[@ref13]^ It is clear that the high-spin, ferromagnetic *S* = 3 state was correctly computed, with local high-spin configurations of the Cr(III) ions reflected in the spin populations close to the value of 3. A lower-energy broken-symmetry *M*~S~ = 0 state was also computed as shown by the spin populations of ca. 3 on one center and −3 on the other. The energy difference between these states reported with the B3LYP functional (912 cm^--1^) is similar to the energy differences between high-spin and broken-symmetry solutions obtained in the present work ([Table S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.8b00969/suppl_file/ct8b00969_si_001.pdf)). If this is assumed to be approximately equal to 9*J*, then the exchange coupling constant would be ca. 101 cm^--1^. Crucially, this broken-symmetry *M~S~* = 0 solution was not recognized as such but was incorrectly (see [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) designated as a *S* = 0 state. That is, the high-spin and broken-symmetry solutions were not used in a spin projection procedure to derive the exchange coupling constant of the dimer, from which to deduce the correct energy---within the limits of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian---of the antiferromagnetic *S* = 0 state, but rather the BS solution was regarded as a spin eigenfunction and its energy incorrectly equated with the experimentally observed ground state of the complex.

Given that the exchange coupling constant was not determined, it is perplexing how the energies of the intermediate spin states with *S* = 1 and *S* = 2, by definition inaccessible through single-determinant DFT calculations, were obtained in ref ([@ref13]). The answer is again to be found in the reported spin populations.^[@ref13]^ Presumably an attempt was made to compute the energies of these states *directly*, by setting the multiplicity of the system to 3 and 5, respectively, and running a Kohn--Sham calculation under this restriction. This resulted in *pairing* of electrons within one of the Cr ions, most likely in the d~*z*^2^~ orbital, as revealed by the spin populations of ca. 1 electron in the solution reported as "*S* = 2" and of ca. −1 electron in the solution mislabeled as "*S* = 1", which is but the broken-symmetry version of the former. Therefore, these results simply reflect the energy of a spin-forbidden ligand-field transition, i.e. the energy required to switch the electronic configuration of one Cr(III) ion from a high-spin d^3^ spin-quartet to a low-spin d^3^ spin-doublet configuration. However, these low-spin paired-electron configurations are irrelevant for the magnetic coupling problem of two *S* = 3/2 ions: they represent excited electronic configurations far removed from the ground state manifold of magnetic levels. Unsurprisingly, therefore (but correctly in a *technical* sense), these spin-paired solutions (mislabeled as *S* = 1 and *S* = 2 states but actually *M~S~* = 1 and *M~S~* = 2 BS determinants of an excited electronic configuration) were reported to lie thousands of wave numbers above the ferromagnetic *S* = 3 state that defines the topmost rung of the Heisenberg spin ladder for the ground-state electronic configuration. Equally unsurprisingly, attempts to deduce EPR parameters with DFT on the basis of these high-energy excited electronic configurations led to results that could not be meaningfully compared with experiment,^[@ref13]^ because these solutions are either unphysical or do not represent states accessible to EPR spectroscopy.

In conclusion, beyond the well-known functional sensitivity, there is nothing particularly problematic about the performance of DFT for the present chromium dimer system. Previous reports to the contrary were sidetracked by the neglect of spin projection techniques and by electronic structure solutions unrelated to the magnetic coupling problem of two *S* = 3/2 spins. The high energetic penalty for electron-pairing led to broken-symmetry solutions much higher in energy than even the highest-energy ferromagnetic state of the ground electronic configuration of the dimer, creating the illusion of spin-state inversion.^[@ref13]^ In general, it can be suggested that studies which reportedly target intermediate spin states of exchange-coupled systems directly with simple DFT calculations should be treated with caution because this task is by definition impossible with a collinear-spin approach. Reports of suspiciously large errors for the relative energies of intermediate spin states, of a magnitude much larger than the expected exchange coupling constant but similar to that of ligand-field transitions,^[@ref13],[@ref91]^ should be carefully scrutinized because such calculations likely report on excited electronic configurations of no direct relevance to the magnetic coupling problem. The related problem of computing magnetic properties (such as local zero-field splitting and hyperfine coupling tensors) with DFT for low-spin states of exchange-coupled systems has been partially addressed through the use of spin projection techniques.^[@ref4],[@ref41],[@ref42],[@ref47],[@ref92]−[@ref96]^

3.4. CASSCF Calculations with Metal-Only Active Space {#sec3.4}
-----------------------------------------------------

Multireference calculations allow direct access to all spin states without the need for spin projection approximations. In this section we discuss a basic CASSCF treatment of the system. An active space composed of the ten 3d orbitals of the Cr ions was constructed for CASSCF calculations. Localized orbitals were used to enable a more intuitive reading of the results in terms of local electronic configurations and as the basis for DMRG calculations that will be discussed in the following. To avoid possible spurious deviations from Heisenberg behavior,^[@ref61]^ state-averaged orbital optimization was employed over all four spin states, with equal weights for all states. The CASSCF (6e,10o) calculations produce a normal Heisenberg ordering of states as that reported previously,^[@ref13]^ with the antiferromagnetic *S* = 0 state being the lowest in energy, 32.9 cm^--1^ below the *S* = 1 state. The *S* = 2 state is at 99.5 cm^--1^, and the ferromagnetic *S* = 3 state is at 201.9 cm^--1^. State-averaged CASSCF calculations reported by Bennie et al. have a wider spacing of states, suggestive of greater stabilization of low-spin states. On the other hand, the spacing of states in the present study follows a regular Landé pattern, justifying the extraction of a single average exchange coupling constant (*J* = −16.8 cm^--1^). This is in contrast to the state-averaged CASSCF results of Bennie et al., which showed irregular spacing of successive spin states with either contraction or expansion of the spin ladder at higher *S* values depending on the basis set used.^[@ref13]^ It is not possible to clarify the origin of this behavior in ref ([@ref13]), which is unexpected for state-averaged calculations,^[@ref61],[@ref97]^ but both studies agree that CASSCF (6e,10o) calculations significantly underestimate the antiferromagnetic coupling.

Focusing first on qualitative aspects, [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} depicts localized CASSCF state-averaged orbitals and their natural occupation numbers. The strongly occupied orbitals ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) are highly similar to the corresponding orbitals of the broken-symmetry DFT calculations---although not equivalent due to orthogonality---and confirm the qualitative magnetic orbital picture discussed above ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

![Localized orbitals from state-averaged CASSCF calculations with a (6e,10o) active space and their occupation numbers.](ct-2018-00969p_0005){#fig5}

For each one of the four spin states computed by CASSCF calculations the weight of the \[11100 11100\] configuration (the notation follows the listing of orbitals shown in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) exceeds 98%. The dominance of this configuration is also clear from the natural occupation numbers shown in the same figure, which deviate only slightly from zero for orbitals of e″ parentage. This is in line with the view that magnetic coupling is a multideterminantal but not intrinsically a multiconfigurational problem. It is instructive to see how this given configuration leads to the different total spin states, and this can be made transparent by casting the solutions in terms of a linear combination of spin determinants. Approximating the occupations of the e″ parentage orbitals as zero, the ferromagnetic *S* = 3 state can be represented by a unique high-spin determinant, \|φ~1~φ~2~φ~3~φ~6~φ~7~φ~8~\|, and then the *S* = 2 state is a linear combination of six *M~S~* = 2 determinants obtained by a single spin flip, within one and the same orbital configuration: , , , , , and . Similarly, the *S* = 1 state can be written as a combination of 15 spin determinants with *M~S~* = 1, i.e. two spin flips with respect to the high-spin determinant, and finally the antiferromagnetic *S* = 0 state as a linear combination of 20 determinants with *M~S~* = 0. One of these *M~S~* = 0 determinants resembles in spin alignment the broken-symmetry Kohn--Sham determinant, i.e. , but obviously without equivalence in the spatial orbital part.

Although this analysis explains the fundamental multideterminantal nature of spin coupling, the minimal active space CASSCF(6e,10o) calculations are insufficient to quantitatively reproduce the magnitude of the exchange coupling. The spin state ladder is qualitatively correct and very close to a regular Landé pattern, but the antiferromagnetic exchange coupling constant (average *J* = −16.8 cm^--1^) is approximately one-fourth of the experimental value, and hence the spin ladder is compressed compared to experiment. Underestimation of the antiferromagnetic interaction in transition metal dimers by CASSCF calculations that involve only metal d orbitals is a well-known fact, attributable to the inability of the small active space to capture the physics of the spin coupling and the inability of the method to recover dynamic electron correlation.^[@ref3]^

It is important however to place these numbers in context. In a bis-μ-oxo/μ-acetato manganese dimer^[@ref98]^ studied recently with multireference methods and which exhibits antiferromagnetic coupling of similar magnitude (−90 cm^--1^) to the present chromium system, CASSCF calculations with a metal-only active space only marginally registered the presence of an antiferromagnetic interaction (average *J* = −1.6 cm^--1^).^[@ref61]^ It was only upon inclusion of orbitals of the bridging ligands that antiferromagnetic exchange was "switched on", leading to an exchange coupling constant of almost −60 cm^--1^. Similar results, i.e. absence of significant coupling at the CASSCF level when using an active space composed only of the "magnetic" orbitals accommodating the unpaired electrons or only of metal d orbitals, have been reported for various other systems. In view of these results, what is truly surprising in the present case of the chromium dimer is that the antiferromagnetic exchange predicted by CASSCF using a metal-only active space is unexpectedly *large* for the method.

If such a substantial portion of the exchange interaction is already captured without including ligand orbitals in the active space, this is a strong indication that the complex exhibits direct Cr--Cr interaction, corroborating the conclusions from the corresponding orbital analysis. Maintaining the minimal active space, improvement of the value in absolute terms can be achieved through methods that include dynamic correlation. As a test we applied NEVPT2 on the (6e,10o) CASSCF solution, and this led to doubling of the magnitude of the exchange coupling constant to −31.8 cm^--1^ (−35.3 cm^--1^ for the fully internally contracted NEVPT2, see [Figure S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jctc.8b00969/suppl_file/ct8b00969_si_001.pdf)). Given that our focus in this work is on better understanding the nature of the magnetic coupling in this complex, we will not further pursue ways of attaining numerically satisfying results with multireference methods. It is possible that larger active spaces,^[@ref3],[@ref61],[@ref99],[@ref100]^ higher-order methods,^[@ref3]^ or likely both would be required to achieve quantitative reproduction of experiment.

3.5. Nature of the Antiferromagnetic Coupling {#sec3.5}
---------------------------------------------

The mechanism of spin coupling in face-sharing d^3^--d^3^ dimers has been controversially discussed in the literature, with some authors supporting direct metal--metal interaction and others supporting bridge-mediated superexchange. The results presented here for the chromium dimer, both from broken-symmetry DFT and from CASSCF calculations, are consistent with the suggestion that through-space interaction (d~*z*^2^~ -- d~*z*^2^~) and not ligand-mediated superexchange is responsible for the antiferromagnetic coupling. However, a more nuanced picture of the coupling emerges via further analysis.

An important question regarding the modulation of the antiferromagnetic coupling concerns the precise effect of the Hartree--Fock exchange in the density functional. All functionals predict direct metal--metal interaction to be the main driver of antiferromagnetic coupling (see above), but it was observed that varying the HF exchange within a given type of density functional correlates systematically with variation of the computed exchange coupling constant from BS-DFT. We proceed with the assumption that the enhancement of antiferromagnetic exchange afforded by decreasing the percentage of HF exchange in the functional may be the result of a physically meaningful enhancement of the actual exchange mechanism. In this case, by analyzing not the corresponding orbital pairs directly but their *differences* for a pair of functionals it is possible to gain insight into the modulation of pathways responsible for the coupling. Taking the difference between the squares of summed corresponding orbital pairs the resulting picture (see [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} for a comparison between TPSSh and TPSS0) clearly suggests that the corresponding orbital pairs from two functionals with different HF exchange differ almost exclusively in the contribution of *bridge* orbitals to the strongly overlapping corresponding orbital pair. In other words, different HF percentages predict different strengths of the spin coupling principally not by modulating the main (direct) interaction pathway but by adjusting an ancillary mechanism, that of bridge-mediated superexchange.

![Squared difference between TPSSh and TPSS0 for the strongly overlapping corresponding orbital pair 129 of [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The lower percentage of HF exchange in TPSSh compared to TPSS0 mostly enhances the contribution of the bridging ligands.](ct-2018-00969p_0006){#fig6}

A possible approach to disentangle the contributions of direct exchange and superexchange in the framework of broken-symmetry DFT is to effectively remove from the calculation the orbitals of the bridging ligands that can participate in superexchange. This was attempted here by replacing each OH^--^ bridge by an isoelectronic pseudopotential. Specifically, a 10-electron energy-adjusted neon core by Nicklass et al.^[@ref101]^ from the Stuttgart-Dresden pseudopotential library was employed as a coreless pseudopotential with a negative point charge centered at the position of the O nuclei. This eliminates orbital contributions from the bridges while preserving the through-space interaction between the two Cr(III) ions. The BS solutions in the pseudopotential-substituted system converge smoothly and yield reduced values for the exchange coupling constant by ca. 10% for TPSS0, 15% for TPSSh, and 20% for TPSS (computed *J* values −56.3 cm^--1^, −72.4 cm^--1^, and −91.2 cm^--1^, respectively). Despite the empirical nature of this approach, it can be concluded that ligand-mediated superexchange in the Cr(III) dimer is non-negligible and may account for up to 20% of the total antiferromagnetic coupling.

A fundamentally distinct but complementary approach to the same question is offered by DMRG-driven calculations, which can extend significantly the active space that can be treated by the standard CASSCF calculations described above. The ability to treat large active spaces enables one to study how the computed exchange coupling responds to explicit inclusion of specific orbital sets in the active space--in the present case, of orbitals localized on the bridging ligands. This approach has been suggested in the past^[@ref102]^ and was used in the DMRG framework in the study of the bis-μ-oxo/μ-acetato manganese dimer mentioned above.^[@ref61]^ In that case the metal-only active space DMRG-SCF calculations predicted practically no magnetic coupling. Inclusion of the orbitals of the oxo bridges led to a drastic increase in the magnitude of the exchange coupling from ca. −1 cm^--1^ to almost −60 cm^--1^, two-thirds of the experimental value, while inclusion of orbitals of the acetato ligand led to no variation in the exchange coupling. These results demonstrated that in the case of the Mn dimer there was no direct metal--metal interaction, that the acetato bridge was not magnetically active, and that antiferromagnetic coupling was exclusively the result of oxo-bridge mediated superexchange.^[@ref61]^

The same procedure was applied to the present chromium dimer. It is reminded that state-averaged CASSCF calculations with a metal-only (6e,10o) active space led to an exchange coupling constant of −16.8 cm^--1^. A set of localized OH-bridge orbitals was generated, and the metal-only active space was first expanded by inclusion of O-centered p-type orbitals of the bridges to yield a (24e,19o) active space ([Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). State-averaged DMRG-SCF calculations with this active space led to a value of *J* = −23.9 cm^--1^. This value is converged at *M* = 1000, and the relative energies of the four spin states do not deviate from isotropic Heisenberg behavior. Further expansion by one additional orbital per bridge of O--H σ-character leads to an active space of (30e,22o). State-averaged DMRG-SCF calculations with this active space (similarly converged at *M* = 1000 with negligible discarded weights) did not further change the value of *J*. Not surprisingly, these numbers fall short of the experimental exchange coupling constant because even with a full-valence metal+ligand active space the recovery of dynamic correlation is incomplete.^[@ref61]^ However, the point of interest here is the *relative* contributions from the different orbital subspaces, and in this respect the chromium dimer represents an antithetical situation to the manganese dimer.^[@ref61]^ With reference to the full-valence (30e,22o) DMRG-SCF value of the exchange coupling constant, the bridging orbital subspace in the Cr dimer is a secondary but important contributor to antiferromagnetic coupling, enhancing the metal--metal interaction by less than 30% over the minimal active space result.

![Orbitals localized on the OH bridges (only one bridge is shown as an example), used in the DMRG-SCF calculations with the expanded active spaces (24e,19o) and (30e,22o).](ct-2018-00969p_0007){#fig7}

The conclusions reached by the DMRG-based active orbital subspace analysis are thus in line with those of the pseudopotential-substitution BS-DFT approach discussed above. While neither of the two approaches demonstrated here can be considered as rigorous or quantitative, through substantially different ways they both converge to the conclusion that antiferromagnetic coupling in the face-sharing Cr(III) dinuclear complex arises primarily through direct metal--metal interaction but also that ligand-mediated superexchange plays a non-negligible ancillary role.

4. Conclusions {#sec4}
==============

An antiferromagnetically coupled tris-μ-hydroxo Cr(III) dimer, representative of a family of face-sharing d^3^--d^3^ complexes with intriguing magnetic and spectroscopic properties, was studied with broken-symmetry DFT and multireference CASSCF and DMRG-SCF methods. In contrast to past studies of the same system, it is demonstrated that BS-DFT performs adequately for the problem of the coupling of the two *S* = 3/2 chromium ions. In tandem with standard spin projection techniques, it predicts correctly the ground spin state of the system and the spacing of the spin ladder, with an optimal percentage of HF exchange similar to that reported for exchange-coupled manganese systems. Past studies of problematic DFT behavior for the chromium dimer were frustrated by intrusion of electronically excited locally low-spin states of the Cr(III) ions in the analysis. The nature of the antiferromagnetic coupling in the chromium dimer was investigated with a variety of methods. Corresponding orbital analysis of the broken-symmetry DFT solutions suggests the dominance of direct metal--metal interaction. This is corroborated by CASSCF calculations which yield significant antiferromagnetic coupling even with a metal-only active space. Two complementary approaches are presented in this study in order to disentangle the contributions of direct exchange and ligand-mediated superexchange. One is based on eliminating superexchange through the bridges by means of pseudopotential substitution in the context of a BS-DFT approach, while the other takes advantage of the access to large active spaces enabled by DMRG to study the effect that specific orbital subspaces have on the spacing of spin states. Both approaches converge to the same conclusion, which represents a more nuanced description of the chromium dimer than the two extremes previously discussed in the literature, namely that the antiferromagnetic coupling is chiefly the result of direct Cr--Cr interaction but that a secondary through-bond superexchange interaction contributes non-negligibly to the stabilization of the antiferromagnetic state.
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